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Corporate & Foundation Partners (to August 31, 2016)

Leaders $25,000+
Anonymous
KiKi & Ian Delaney +
Lynda Hamilton
Estate of Cornelius Anderson
Leslois Shaw Foundation
Joan & Jerry Lozinski +
The Honourable Margaret
Norrie McCain, C.C. +
Brian & Monica Miron +
Craig & Mireille Pho +
Ada W. Slaight
The Renette and David
Berman Family Foundation
Heather & Richard
Thomson +
William R. and Shirley Beatty
Charitable Foundation

Champions $12,500 - $24,499
Anonymous
Moira Bartram & Joseph
Fantl +
David W. Binet +
Jamie Cameron &
Christopher Bredt +
Lindsay Dale-Harris
Richard M. Ivey, C.C.
Michelle Koerner &
Kevin Doyle +
Sharon Koor
The Brehl Family +
Jean M. Read
Sergiu Stefanschi *
Craig & Cindy Thorburn +
Judith R. Wilder +

Endowment Donors (to August 31, 2016)

Leaders $25,000+
June Abel
Department of Canadian
Heritage
Lewis Hertzman
Pierre & Christine Lapointe
Leith Wheeler Investment
Counsel Ltd.
Dr. Sylvia Ostry

Champions $12,500 - $24,499
Anonymous
Dr. John H. Chiu
Maxine Goldberg
The Michael & Sonja Koerner
Charitable Foundation
Leith Wheeler Investments
Council Ltd.
2015/2016

Annual & Endowment Fundraising

Sustainers $5,000 - $12,499 (to August 31, 2016)

Anonymous
Martin Abel & Kathleen Flynn *
The Bennett Family Foundation
J.P. Bickell Foundation
John R. Birkett
Catherine & Ward Branch
Aloie Brew & Bob Brew +
Burgundy Asset Management Ltd.
Canadian Tire Jumpstart Charities

Earlaine Collins
Anne Mette de Place
Filippini
Dobbins Holdings Inc.
Brenda & Steve Epirel
Diane Green +
Jackman Foundation
The JAGelber Fund
Susan Keen +
Andrew Kuhn
Janine & Troy Maxwell +
McCarthy Tétrault Foundation

The McLean Foundation
Northbridge Financial Corporation
Phyllis and Irving Snider Foundation
Jim Robertson & Jim Scott
Donald & Gretchen Ross
Mavis Staines + *
Catherine Stashak
The Michael and Sonja Koerner Charitable Foundation
The Woodbridge Corporation
Thomson Reuters Corporation
Paul Tompkins
Lisa & Aidan Tracey
Michael Vels
Kenneth Wiener & Linda Dagg
Joan Williams

Benefactors $1,000 - $4,999 (to August 31, 2016)

Anonymous (3)
Acapulco Pools Limited
Elaine J. Adair
James B. Baidacoff +
Lynly & Trevor Bailie
Norma Bandler +
Lindy Barrow
Florence Sharpe Barwell
Thomas Beechy
Bettina Baruch
Foundation Inc.
Ann Binet
Janie Brennan & Peter Evans +
The Brooke Foundation
Chamberlain Fund for the Arts
Dr. Alfred L. Chan
Beverley Chernes
Collombin Family Fund at the Toronto Foundation
Judith Conacher
Rosemary Corbett +
Anne & Hugh Crossthwait
John Dalrymple &
Srimati Sen *
Carol Darling +

Jeanie Davis
Rosemary & Dean Dover
Elisabeth Langenbach Foundation
W. J. Evans
Gary D. Farr
Mr. Lindsay Fischer +
Nick & Sally Forrest
Lorne Fox
Judith Gelber +
The George Cedric Metcalf Charitable Foundation
Joanna & Meric Gertler *
Kamala Jean Gopie
Mary Gore
The Greber Family
Guild Electric Charitable Foundation
Janet Hagey +
Redhead Family
The Honourable Paul T. Hellyer & Mrs. Sandra D. Hellyer
The Henry White Kinnear Foundation
Horst Dantz and
Don Quick Fund

Jarvis & Associates
Liane Kim
Susan Kinney
Anne Lehan
Paul & Jessica Lindenfelser +
Lorraine Luski &
Richard Sage
Mrs. June McLean
Ned & Georgina McLennan
Sylvia M. McPhee
Robert Mecozzi
Patricia Miller
Joseph Mulder
The National Chapter of Canada IODE
B. Nelson-French
Petra & Lionel Newton
The Norman and Margaret Jewison Charitable Foundation
James M. O’Connor + *
Marion Paris
Dr. Arthur &
Mrs. Patricia Parsons
Jack & Elly Petch
Richard Pond & Bob Archer
Shirley Porter-Johnson +

The Provincial Chapter of Ontario IODE
Genevieve Rocha *
Yvonne Rosenberg
Geoff Rytell
Go Sato
Lawrence Schafer
Laura Schmitt *
Robert Sirman +
Eric Stevenson
George Stratis
Jennifer Takahashi +
Margaret E. Taylor
The FCCP (Ontario)
Education Foundation
The Sherry Taylor Drew Foundation
Jim Thomas
Kristine & Ivor Thompson
Harry Underwood
Gillian von Teichman
Karlee Vukets
Diana Weatherall
Martha Wilder
Women’s Art Association of Canada

* NBS Staff
+ NBS Alumni (includes past students, staff and Board Members)
** Fondly remembered
Canada’s National Ballet School Foundation – The School’s Endowment

Canada’s National Ballet School Foundation supports the long-term vision of the School ensuring consistent funding annually from the School’s endowment. Each year a portion of the endowment’s investment earnings are granted from the Foundation to NBS to support student financial assistance, awards for excellence and School operations. We are pleased to report that in the 2015/16 fiscal year $2.1 million was granted to the School; Foundation assets have recently eclipsed $53.9 million. Donors have the option of supporting the general endowment or creating a named fund through the Foundation.

Named Funds

Ann & Hilliard Conway Scholarship Fund
Anne Marie Herndon Memorial Fund
Arthur Clarke Fund
Bernard Osty Scholarship Fund
Betty Oliphant Fund
Beverley Miller Fund
Brian & Monica Minin Fund
Canadian Women’s Club of Boston Scholarship Fund
Cecile Girard-Hicks Fund
Celia Franca Scholarship Fund
Erik Bruhn Memorial Fund
Excelsior Prize / Le Prix Excelsior
Gary Arnesen Memorial Award

Future Steps Program – Leaving a Legacy for Generations of Young Talent

The Future Steps Program honours donors who wish to make a gift through their estate plans. No matter the size, a legacy gift can be made to the School’s endowment through Canada’s National Ballet School Foundation, ensuring a living and lasting legacy of support for the School and its talented young dancers for generations to come.

Future Steps Members

Anonymous (10)
Thomas P. * & June L. Abel
Eilene J. Adair
Vanessa Alexander
Isobel M. Allen **
Lynly & Trevor Ballie
Ronald Barbou **
Lindy Barrow
William R. ** & Shirley Beatty
Florence Sharpe Barwell
Lorna E. Bethell **
Lynn Bevan
John R. Birckett
Catherine & Ward Branch
Ed Gabel & Roy Forster
Mona L. Campbell, O.C. **
Walter Carsey, O.C.
M. Jane Clark **
Arthur Clarke **
Ann M. & Hilliard Conway **
Sylvia J. Crossley **
John T. Croadthwait **

In Honour of
Renette Berman
Steven Bonnard
Catherine A. Delaney +
Kathryn N. Feldman
Hannah Fischer
Lindsay K. Fischer +
The Honourable Susan Glazebrook
Sheila J. Greckol
Pearl Green
Ana Joic-Begovic + *
Ursula Kondziolka
Nicole Korb

Laura Lelièvre
Mary Susanne Lamont +
Joan Lozinski +
Sheelah L. Martin
Jennifer McCain
Maureen Meagher-Garbears
Juanita Montalvo +
Rebecca Mooney +
Bob Morrison
Siphe November
Jillian Pever +
Ashleigh Powell + *
Angie Seto + *

In Memory of
Eve Doreen Belkin **
Beatriz Belleville **
Jane Birnmore **
Lorraine Brock **

Horst Alfred Herbert Dantz **
Adelle S. Deacon **
Kiki & Ian Delaney
Marjorie Eldred
Kate Ellis +
Gary D. Farr
Celia Franca, C.C. **
Ursula Gay **
Maxine Goldberg
Peter A. Goulding & Barry White
Elizabeth Anne Harris **
Lawrence Paul Haskett **
Ann Henderson **
Lyman Henderson **
Lewis Hertzman
Sarah & Richard Holland
Mildred & Gary Holmes **
Kathleen M. Hughes **
Beryl Ivey **
Susan Keen +
Andrea Kovats
Guney M. Kranz

Mary Susanne Lamont +
Joan & Jerry Lozinski +
Dorothy Marlowe **
Margaret N. McCain, C.C.
Pauline McCullagh
J. Douglas McCullough **
Dagmar D. McIlwan **
Tess Saare McClan +
Sylvia M. McPhee
Bonnie & Monica Miron +
Joseph Mulder
M. Pauline Oakley **
Hon. John H. Oster **
Willen H. Otto **
Ann S. Peterson
Yvette Pauze-Howarth
Richard Pond
Don Quick **
Eileen Rapson **
Jean M. Read
J. Estelle Reddin **
Jim Robertson & Jim Scott

Mary Ryrie **
Marie Angela Sampson
Go Sato
Clayton & Ian Scott +
Geraldine M. Shepherd **
C. Andrews Hibber **
Eileen Smith **
Marjorie Sorrel +
Catherine Stashak
Astrid Stec
Randy & Ann Swan
Veronica Tennant, C.C. +
Margaret I. Thompson
Miss Ruth E. Vanderlip **
Margery J. Warren **
E. Joan Williams
John, H. Williams
David Wistow & Kerry Skinner
Michael V. Young **
Mrs. Dudley S. Young **

Tribute gifts were made by some of the donors listed above:

* NBS Staff
+ NBS Alumni (includes past students, staff and Board Members) ** Fondly remembered

Robert Sirman +
Marjorie E. Sorrell +
Mavis Staines + *
Vera Timasheva +
Laurel Toto +
Angelina Wang
Haruto Yamashiki

Harvey Brownstone **
Jeanne Butler + **
Eleanor Charney **
Clifford Chow +
Isobel Danson **
Adelle S. Deacon + **
Celia Franca Morton + **
Frances Lazar **
John Magnus **
Bettina Mecozi **
Violet Petty **
Lucy Potts + **
Nancy Saltzman **
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2016 STEAMPUNK GALA

Gala Committee
Jen McCain, Chair +
The Honourable Margaret Norrie
McCain, CC, Honorary Chair
Leah Commissio
Cheryl Graden
Ann Lawson-Brehl +
Martin Leclair
Joan Lozinski +
Tess McLean +
Juanita Montalvo +
Kim Tanenbaum
Tanya Taylor +
Michael von Teichman +

First Position Patrons, Gala Young
Patrons Committee
Jen McCain, Chair +
Meredith Bidlner
Sheena Chandaria
Jessica Fallis +
Christina Hatzianou
Brittany Kaine
Kulin Matchhar
Ashley McDonald +
Arlene Miron
Christine Morello
Kyle Plunkett
Stephanie Roy
Philip Young

Étoile Table
The Honourable Margaret Norrie
McCain, CC, Table

Principal Tables
CIBC
Delaney Capital Management
The Sandra Faire and
Ivan Fecan Table
The Joan and Jerry Lozinski Table +
TD Bank Group
TD Securities Inc.

Corps de Ballet Tables
The Renette and David Berman Table
Blake, Cassels & Graydon LLP
BMO Financial Group
Creaghan McConnell Group
D+H
D2L Corporation
Franklin Templeton Investments
Friends of Canada's National
Ballet School
Gardiner Roberts LLP
Grandview Property Management

The Sally Hannon and Michelle Koerner
Table +
The Anna McCowan-Johnson and
Donald K. Johnson Table
KPMG LLP
The Ann Lawson-Brehl and Paul Brehl
Table +
LesLois Shaw Foundation
Manulife
The Eleanor McCain Table
The Scott McCain Table
The Frank and Julie McKenna Table
The Susan A. Murray Table +
The Jack and Elly Petch, Courtneyn and
Marek Wischowicz Petch Table +
The Sandra and Jim Pittblado Table
PwC Canada
RBC Capital Markets
Reuven International Limited
Roy O'Connor LLP
The David Sobey Table
Stikeman Elliott LLP
The Larry and Judy Tanenbaum Table
TMX Group
Tompkins Insurance Services Ltd.
Torys LLP
The Bruce and Elizabeth Walter Table
Woodbridge Company Limited

Media Sponsor
The Globe and Mail

Print Sponsor
Somerset Graphics Co. Ltd.

Dinner Sponsor
Burgundy Asset Management Limited

Performance Sponsor
Joan and Jerry Lozinski +

Cocktail Reception Sponsor
Tanya Taylor +

Live Musical
Entertainment Sponsor
Lindy Barrow, In Memory
of Helen Gardiner

Young Patrons Reception Sponsor
The Bidlner Family Foundation

Gambling Den Sponsor
Metro Beauty Supply Limited

Slo-Mo Photo Sponsor
KJ Harrison & Partners

Modernist Cocktail Sponsor
eccentricarts Inc.

Absinthe Bar Sponsors
Jen McCain +, Sarah McCain and
Jeffrey McCain

Grand Piano Sponsor
Yamaha Canada Music

Flashionistas Tattoo Sponsor
Toron Asset Management International

Guest Gift Sponsor
Cotton Candy Inc.

Late-Night Treat Sponsor
Glory Hole Doughnuts

Steampunk Furnishing Sponsors
klockwerks by Roger Wood
Metropolis Living
The ReCYCLEr

Lead Raffle Partner, Grand Prize
Quench Trip Design Ltd.

Second Prize Raffle Partner
Charles Pachter

Third Prize Raffle Partner
The Room

Fourth Prize Raffle Partner
Les Grands Ballets Canadiens
de Montréal
Porter Airlines
Restaurant Toqué!
Ritz-Carlton Montréal

Fifth Prize Raffle Partner
Penwander Fine Jewellery

Sixth Prize Raffle Partner
Cavaro

Individual Ticket Holders &
Generous Donors
Alpine Building Maintenance
Anonymous Donors
Burke Apold
Karim Apold
Walter M. & Lisa Balfour Bowen
Gina Burton
Brian Carter
Ungnad Chadha
Leah Commissio
Mike & Paige Crawley
Adrienne Down Coulson +
& Michael Coulson
Brenda Eprile +
Donna Eul-Schultz +
Ian Fraser
Peter Hendrick
Matthew & Nancy Holland
Judith A. Gelber +
Allan I. Kaplan & Carol Cowan
Krista Kerr, Kerr Financial
Pierre Lapointe & Christine Harkness
Karen Lee & Cielito Ward
Danielle & Jim MacDonald
Michael McCain
Raymond & Brenda McDonald
Tess McLean +
Tamarra Minnema
Ed & Donna Ogonek +
Osler
Peregrine Protection Ltd
The Peter and Melanie Munk Charitable
Foundation
Lynda Prince
Victoria Ramos
Bob Reeves
Rent fick Repeat
Strathridge Asset Management
Kim & Dan Tanenbaum
Tompkins Insurance Services Ltd.
Mark & Betty Tuilis
Michael Vels & Pam Davidson +
& Jayne Watson

Gift-in-Kind Partners
à la Carte Kitchen Inc.
ArtBattle Canada
AZZARI
Barreworks
Bosk Restaurant at
Shangri-La Hotel, Toronto

2016 STEAMPUNK GALA

L'ÉCOLE NATIONALE DE
BALLETT DU CANADA

CANADA'S
NATIONAL
BALLETT
SCHOOL

Carole Tanenbaum
Vintage Collection
Coleman Lemieux & Compagnie
David's Tea
Estée Lauder Companies
Eyes on Church
Fairmont Royal York
Gardiner Museum
Gee Beauty
Gliss
Glow Medi Spa
Gordon Food Service
The Harbour Room
Hot Docs Canadian International
Documentary Film Festival
Steampummer by Verissa Hutchinson
InterContinental Toronto Centre
Jewels by Alan Anderson
klockwerks by Roger Wood
Konzelmann Estates Winery
MACRI
Maison Birk
Maple Leaf Sports & Entertainment
MARLOWE
Jen McCain +
MISFITSTUDIO
Juanita Montalvo +
Museum Tavern
Nove Trattoria
Opera Atelier
Peel Island Winery
Kyle Plunkett, Lawyer at Borden Ladner
Gervais LLP
Pure + Simple
John Richards
Anushka Roes, In Honour
of Sun Ling
Rosewood Estates Winery
The Royal Conservatory of Music
Royal Ontario Museum
Scaramouche Restaurant
Sobeys
Sony Centre for the Performing Arts
Soulpepper Theatre Company
Strathbridge Asset Management
Kim & Dan Tanenbaum
Tanya Taylor +
Toronto Argonauts Football Club
Toronto International Film Festival
Toronto Symphony Orchestra
Trout Rainwear
Tundra Restaurant and Bar
Yamaha Canada Music
Yumiicandles

* NBS Staff
+ NBS Alumni (includes past students, staff and Board Members)
** Fondly remembered
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Annual & Endowment Fundraising

Patrons $100 - $999

Anonymous (17)
Wayne Aastrom
Kim & Martin Abel
Dee Adams
Peggy Agar
Anna Agras
Mrs. Lyla Allan
ALPSCOL Fund
David Baby & Sabine Altier
Melissa Amyot-Picken + Todd Andres
Ann Armour
The Audemars-Rivero Fund at SCGF
Maggdalen Ayow
John Ayre
Ballet Kukan Academy
Manfred & Ursula Bargenda
Deb Bennett
Rachel & Kurt Berger
Betty Davison Fund
Nani Beutel
Simone Bevan
Gillian Bishop +
Meredith Bledner
Carina Bomers +
Wendy Bowlie-Evans
Herb & D.E. Myra Breithaupt
Margaret & Robin Brock
Bruce N. Huntley Contracting Ltd.
Janet & Anthony Burt
Miriam Byrne
Ed Cabell & Roy Forrester
Penny Caceres
Leanne Campbell-Noonan +
Lorie Cappe & Linda Lewis
Anna Carter-Tomash
Alistair & Evelyn Catterton
Alexandra Cavery-Lowery +
Sheena Chandaria
Bey Chapman
Chris Chiba
The Estate of Arthur Clarke
Marjorie Clarkson +
Toby Cole
Charles Cowan
Cristina Pora Balaceanu Classical Dance Academy
John & Mary Crocker
Crosthwait
Hannah Mae Cruddus +
Joan Curran & Roger Kenrick
Josh Dahmer
Marian Dahmer
Ian & Shirley Dalrymple
Shuva Das
Audrey & Alex Davidson
Kathleen Day
Susan Delavigne
Jennifer Denys *
Connie Dickson
Colin R.C. Dobell
Dianne H. Domelle
Steven Donohoe
Adrienne & Michael Down Coulson +
Johanne Du Berger +
Sandra Dudley
Catherine Dunn Stadttegger
Rebecca Dupuis
Eleanor L. Ellis
Elizabeth Elliott *
Kate Ellis +
Elsa Olav Giving Foundation
Seymour Epstein & Cheryl Belkin
Epstein +
Estate of Judith Amy Wells
Estey Family
Jessica Fallis +
Joan A. Farlinger
Charlene Fazzari
W. Patterson Ferns +
Kathleen Fillingham
Melissa Fink +
Lindsay & Joanna Fischer
Michael Flavin
Bevertley Flint
Alice Fox
Shelley Freeman
French Perfect Ltd.
David Gamble *
Henry & Barbara Garbowksi
Paul Geddes
Jean and Dennis Giguere
Barbara Gilbert
Anne Godfrey
Barbara Goldring
Alexander Gorbatschevich *
Charlotte Graham
Ms. Vanessa Grant +
Joy Gray-Donald
Colin Gruchy
Mrs. B. Guelens
Sandra Hammer
Susan Harrington
Barbara Hatch and Brian Callahan
Abby Heidbrecht *
Lawrence & Beatrice Herman
Shelagh Hewitt-Kareda
Colleen Hicke
Melissa Higgins *
Pauline S. Hill
Simon Hill *
Karen Hiscott
Ronald Holgerson
Keith J. Holland
J. Philip Hooper
Carol Hoydalo
Jill Humphries
Chelsea M. Iretro *
J & L Rogers Family Charitable Foundation
Lily Jackson *
Anna & Donald Johnson
Joan Johnson
Bill & Monika Joslin +
Brittany G. Kaine
Janet Karn
Margaret Kawaja
Lucille Kerr
Merle Kerr
Olivia J. Kerr
Deborah Korn
Maureen Korn
Kiran Khatriya
Savita Khatriya
Linda Kurdydyk
Peter Lamb
Jennifer Lamont
Robert W. Lamont
Lindia Lathrum
Brenda & Jimmy Law
Julie Dimitri & Martin Leclaire
Fleur-Ange Lefebvre-Khoei
Amy Leigh *
Ronald J. Leprohon
Susan Leslie-Berks *
Eddie Leung
Peter J. Lewis
Curtis & Lori Link
Eric Lipka
Leonore Loft
Harpreet Singh Lohcham
Ms. Kip Longstaff +
Nancy MacCready-Williams
John MacIver
J. Madden
Marion E. Magee
Elodie Mailefert
Kulin Matchar
Dana Mayberry
Jenn McCain +
Robert L. McCollum +
Jan McCrae
Terry McCullum
Kelly McDonald
Margaret E. McKeelvey
Joyce & Darcy McKeough
Mr. Ian V. C. McLachlin
Julia E. McLaughlin
Brittany E. McLeod *
Jo-Ann McLeod +
Maureen Meagher & Gary Garbers
Sylvia Medeiro *
Mrs. Julie Medland
Mr. Robert Medland & Mrs. Sally Medland
Arlene Minkhorst +
Pilar Miralles
Arlene Miron
Viulaine Mitchell
Joan Moes
Christine Morello
Emily Morino
Ashley Mulhivil +
Catherine Murray
Rob Murray
Rose Nishiyama
Georgia Nord
Catherine Nott
Jean O'Grady
Orthoarm Inc.
Stephen Owens
Carrie Pasquet *
D. L. Parker
Jeff Parker
Wendy Parolin
Robert & Ann Paterson
Mary Ellen Pennal
Michael Petty
Nancy Pidgeon +
Kyle Plunkett
Bradley Powell +
Brenda E Putre
Statie Ramsay
Carol Rawson
Peggy Reddin +
Ms. Penelope Reed Doob +
Robert & Sheri Reid
Denis Richardson
Jeff Richardson
Samantha Robinson *
Gary Rogers
Marie C. Rounding
Stephanie Roy
Ann Savage
Rolph J. Shaw
Suzanne Shearer Davis +
Monica Shin
Susan Shiriff
Jane Sibley
Judy & Monty Simmonds
Dr. Miriam Skey
Donald A. Smith
Raymond Smith + *
Sheila Smith *
Susan Smythe-Bishop
Jack Sobocinski *
Elaine Solway & John Moore
Ms. Inez Somerville
Marjorie Sorrel
Mr. & Mrs. David A. Spencer
Jane Spooner
St. James the Apostle School
Mavis Staines +
Dennis & Denny Starrty
Lil Steer
Natale Sue Stitt +
Styles Family Foundation
Marina Surgan *
Desirée Sy
Albert Tam *
Clare & Howard Tanenbaum
Kim Tanenbaum
Karyn Tessmer-Korn
Robert Thaller *
John Theophanides
Vera Timashova *
Elizabeth Tony
Laurel Toto *
Alexis Troubetzkoy
Dominique Turcotte +
Alexandra Urbanski
Michael Vaegler
Robin Vale Robinson
James & Joan Vanstone
Gregory Vatcher
Bill Waite
Neil Walsh *
Janet E. Walters
Lenore Walters
Mary Jane and Fred Warner
Elizabeth Wassenich *
Robert Watchman
Margaret Weaver
R. Howard Webster Foundation
Margaret K. Weiers
Mary Ann West +
Mrs. Susan White
Michael & Vivienne Wigan
John H. Williams
Erika B. Wimmer
Women Get on Board
Steven Wong
Nancy Woodard
Evel M. Woods
V. Maria Wu
Yvonne Yau
Philip Young
Craig Ziebarth *
Heidi Zoity
Veronica Zufelt

* NBS Staff
+ NBS Alumni (includes past students, staff and Board Members)
** Fondly remembered